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Beloved Parents, MelquisedecLisbet. With pure and genuine love I send you greetings of             
gratitude for making me worthy of this great salvation.  
 
This script I am sending you comes from one of your Skies where today God               
MelquisedecLisbet dwells. I ask my beloved Father Melquisedec in the name of Our Mother              
Goddess Christ Lisbet that it is to your total satisfaction, knowing that if for you Two                
MelquisedecLisbet there is justice, and if it is pleasing to you and your perfect will, I say                 
that it is done. Amen, Hallelujah!  
 
Let’s begin reading in: 
Revelation 3:5 
5 Thus the conqueror will be clothed in white garments and I will not erase their                
name from THE BOOK OF LIFE, and I will RECOGNIZE their name before their Father               
(my HUSBAND) and our angels. 
 
I begin this topic with two important words and their meaning, because they are notable               
details in this Bible verse, and today thanks to the mind of Christ LISBET we are able to                  
understand them.  
 
The first important word is: 
 
BOOK: Set of joined sheets forming a volume that is filled with different data to keep a                 
record. 
 
As we have learned, from the perspective of God everything has a meaning in a spiritual                
level. The book in which records are kept is the MIND OF OUR MOTHER GODDESS CHRIST                
LISBET.  
 
So then, why would they call it The Book of Life? Because SHE is The BOOK OF LIFE (the                   
Way, the Truth and the LIFE). 
  
Notice that a book holds records of data or writings, in other words, it is KNOWLEDGE. The                 
Book of life unlike other books that we can find in public or private libraries, is a BOOK                  
WITH LIFE IN ITSELF, an OPEN book, the KNOWLEDGE that is written in HER flows from                
her mouth, therefore it is a BOOK that we all have access to, but NOT everyone wants to                  
read or listen to it. This BOOK brings INSTRUCTIONS (COMMANDMENTS) that allow us to              
achieve and live the eternity, it is PURE SCIENCE, THE SCIENCE OF GOD             
MELQUISEDECLISBET. 
 
But, what is SCIENCE? 



  
SCIENCE: A branch of information consisting of a collection of factual KNOWLEDGE that is              
CONFIRMABLE or VERIFIED on a particular subject, and which is obtained by observation             
and EXPERIMENTATION.  
 
Let’s see: 
 
The SCIENCE OF GOD which is without margin of error, complies with the characteristics              
that the human knowledge demands, since we have been able to VERIFY its POWER, it can                
be REPLICATED, and it causes the same result in those who PRACTICE IT (EXPERIENCE              
IT), and this is confirmed and verified through the powerful testimonies of those who have               
applied this SCIENCE to their lives, resulting in health, liberation and immortality. 
  
CHRIST LISBET IS THE BOOK OF LIFE, WHERE THE PRECEPTS, LAWS AND            
INSTRUCTIONS FOR LIVING ETERNALLY ARE  WRITTEN. 
  
Now let's look at the second important word: 
 
Recognize: To distinguish or IDENTIFY a PERSON or a thing AMONG MANY by a series of                
its own characteristics.  
 
Let’s see: 
John 10:27-28 
27 My sheep hear MY VOICE, and I KNOW THEM (which is the same as recognizing                
them), and they follow me,  
28 and I give them eternal life; and they shall never perish, nor shall anyone snatch                
them from my hand. 
  
Today, our Mother Goddess Christ Lisbet, with certainty and without margin of error can              
RECOGNIZE Her children in all the nations, even in the midst of an earthly world, although                
we are surrounded by wolves and visibly see ourselves as any other mortal, thanks to Her                
formation we possess certain DIFFERENT characteristics that allow us to be recognized by             
Her. 
 
As we can see, The Book of Life is a LIVING BOOK that has a VOICE to speak, eyes to                    
RECOGNIZE and a MIND to register and remember.  
 
The Book of Life is another biblical figure that today we can understand thanks to Her                
manifestation and the power that She has imputed in our minds. Because there is no such                
physical book that is administered or susceptible to manipulation by a mortal or a mystical               
god who is constantly erasing and writing earthly names in it. (Revelation 3:5). If this is                
the case and there is a physical book as such, then salvation would not be meaningful at                 
this time, because the names of those already saved would be written in the book. 
 



So then, what would happen to our names, and the names of those who have believed and                 
have been saved by the preaching of the Gospel of Christ Lisbet? If this was the case, then                  
that book should’ve been written many centuries ago and we would have no place in it. Her                 
manifestation would be in vain since that book would have names of old people who today                
are in tombs. And anyway, what happened to the salvation of those people? 

  
Thank you, beloved Parents for allowing us to understand the true meaning of the powerful               
BOOK OF LIFE. 
  
Our duty is to help all the Japhethites, all foreigners or religious people who believe there is                 
a physical book that is managed by a mystical god who writes and erases names               
indiscriminately, understand that such a book does not exist.  
 
Can you imagine if that book did exist and it was administered by religious men? It would                 
be horrible! Well, just look what has happened to the Bible, the Torah and the Koran, they                 
are writings that have been changed into lies by the lying pen of many scribes. (Jeremiah                
8:8).  
 
Now let's look at:  
Revelation 13:8 
8 ...And all who dwell on the earth worshipped him, those whose names have not been                
written since the foundation of the world in the book of life, of the Lamb who was                 
sacrificed. 
  
Notice how it clearly speaks of those who worshiped the beast and whose names had not                
yet been written in the BOOK OF LIFE. Of course they had not been written, because The                 
BOOK of LIFE had not yet manifested. These people are those who worshiped the beast               
without KNOWLEDGE because the true Christ had not manifested.  
 
That is how today we can see the fulfillment of what it says in 2 Thessalonians 2:3, that                  
Christ would not come unless the apostasy comes first, and the appearance of the man of                
sin, the son of perdition. This is evidence that the BOOK was manifested AFTER that and                
also that it is not an ancient book written mystically by God, nor administered by religious                
people, nor leaders. Lisbet had to be present as Christ Herself, The BOOK OF LIFE because                
it was from that moment on, when our names began to be WRITTEN, as we were growing,                 
believing, and following Christ Lisbet, experiencing the salvation through Her.  
 
This is evidence that shows how the phrase "have not been", left open the probability of                
being written in and in fact it did happen that way. We all had the same opportunity of                  
believing and once we believed our names began to be written in this powerful BOOK.               
Amen, Hallelujah!  
 
However, the following is now also fulfilled, that those who were not enrolled in this book,                
were cast into the lake of fire (Revelation 20:15). Of course, because not being enrolled               
today, is NOT BELIEVING, not being part of the kingdom, it is living according to the carnal                 



mind, not having entered into God's rest. Therefore, the lake of fire are the tribulations               
that come from living to please the flesh, as we learned from CHRIST LISBET, he who sows                 
for the flesh, will reap destruction and death (Galatians 6:8), and it is not GOD that                
DESTROYS people, not at all, our Sovereign God MelquisedecLisbet love Their creation and             
Their sacrifice proves it, (Philippians 2:7) in manifesting physically to give us salvation (to              
save from the tomb) anyone who believes and wants to live eternally. 
  
When we do not submit to the order of MelquisedecLisbet, we are like a boat travelling                
adrift, willing to sink by the movement of the turbulent waters (the earthly mind). 
  
Only with CHRIST LISBET CAN WE CALM THE STORM, because She is our peace, and               
therefore, without Christ LISBET WE ARE EXPOSED TO THE STORM.  
 
Let’s see:  
Matthew 8:23-26 
23 Jesus got into the boat and Her disciples followed Her.  
24 At that moment a strong storm broke over the sea, the waves swept over the boat                 
so much that it began to sink. But Jesus was asleep. (She was in peace, calm because                 
She lives entrusted in Her beloved King Melquisedec) 
25 And Her disciples went to wake Her, saying: Lord, save us! We're sinking! 
26 She answered them: Why are you tormented and so afraid? You all have such little                
faith! 
 
After saying this, She stood up and ordered the wind and the sea to calm down, and                 
suddenly the wind calmed down and everything was completely calm. (Ref. Mark 4:35-41)             
Hallelujah! 
  
Once we understand that the Book of Life is our MOTHER GODDESS CHRIST LISBET, we               
seek to treasure the writings of this powerful book, meditating day and night in Her words                
(which are written in Her) and manna after manna continues to write in our minds, now                
we understand just how invaluable is the BOOK OF LIFE.  
 
And we are blessed because it is a book that we can read and re-read and every time we go                    
over it we find wonderful treasures, new teachings and this powerful KNOWLEDGE            
enlivens us. Generating in our brain the production of the well-known hormone of             
HAPPINESS (dopamine, serotonin, endorphin) which scientifically has been proven to          
regenerate our cells manifesting perfect health in our bodies.  
 
Therefore, IMMORTALITY is made possible through the KNOWLEDGE and         
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SCIENCE OF GOD and it takes away any mystical or religious              
concept of ETERNAL LIFE, it makes it understandable and reachable to anyone who wants              
to live eternally. 
  
Thank you beloved Parents MelquisedecLisbet for your powerful teachings and for putting            
the BOOK OF LIFE within our reach, even without deserving it. Amen, Hallelujah! 



  


